Precise Forms All-Aluminum Precast Riser Form

Another Cost Savings Innovation For The Precast Industry

The Precise Precast Riser Form is designed to work in conjunction with the Precise Precast Pallet and Header System. It will greatly reduce the cost of labor and lumber while constructing Pallet Stools for various riser heights.

The All-Aluminum Precast Riser Form is bolted together ensuring that the casting is square due to the 90 degree corners.

Pre-drilled holes in the Precise Forms Riser Form allows the 4X4 wooden support to be nailed or screwed into place providing unlimited vertical adjustment of the riser casting. This will allow you to create any riser casting height! The Precise Forms aluminum Riser Form virtually eliminates the degradation of lumber that occurs when wooden stools get wet or exposed to concrete therefore reducing your long-term cost!
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Precise Forms Riser Forms
Adjust Lumber For Any Riser Height

Once the Pallet Forms are placed onto the Riser Forms, assembly continues as usual. Core Forms are set, all imbeds and reinforcing are placed, Jacket Forms are set inserting the required wall ties, and the Header Forms are pinned into place on top of the Jacket Forms.

Pallet Forms placed on Riser Forms.  Header Forms placed on Jacket Forms.

If you have multiple casting of the same size you simply pick the casting off of the Riser Forms and you are ready for the next casting without breaking it apart and reassembling.

The Precise Riser Form “A TRUE COST SAVINGS!”
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